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picaxe microcontroller projects for pdf
A compact but powerful, PICAXE microcontroller. Popular in education due to its low cost and small size, but
also very popular in a wide range of hobbyist projects. Small but perfectly formed! This chip supports up to 12
inputs/outputs with 7 analogue/touch sensor channels. All M2 series parts
PICAXE-14M2 microcontroller (AXE017M2) - Hardware - PICAXE
A very popular enhanced X2 PICAXE microcontroller. Favoured in hobbyist projects due to its powerful
features and capabilities, but also suitable for more advanced educational use. This is the universal voltage
version 28X2 chip (based on the PIC18F25K22). The 28X2 supports up to 22 inputs/outputs
PICAXE-28X2 microcontroller (AXE010X2) - Hardware - PICAXE
Basic electronics and hobby projects featuring Arduino, Picaxe, Microchip PIC.
bristolwatch.com - PICAXE Microcontroller Projects
This site provides a wealth of technology information sheets for pupils and teachers
The Design and Technology Site
Blog Entry Make your own Microcontroller Printed Circuit Board (PCB) using the Toner Transfer Method
January 3, 2010 by rwb, under Electronics. As the electronics hobbyist one of knowledge that we have to be
familiar with is how to make our own printed circuit board (PCB).
Make your own Microcontroller Printed Circuit Board (PCB
Â»Analogue Input on Raspberry Pi Â» Ultralow Power Transistors Function for Years Without Batteries Â»
ARDUINO HUNTS (AND SEES) THE WUMPUS Â» Nanobots Fight Cancerous Cells
Electric Turtle Robot -Use Arduino for Projects
Microcontroller PIC Projects are categorized on the basis of microcontroller applications. Microchip pic
microcontrollers belongs to modern family of MCUs and is being used widely in our daily life seem-less
manners, e.g. in our multimedia devices, tele-phones, microwave ovens, medical and health based
equipments e.g. blood-pressure meter, UPS ...
Project List | PIC Microcontroller
PIC (usually pronounced as "pick") is a family of microcontrollers made by Microchip Technology, derived
from the PIC1650 originally developed by General Instrument's Microelectronics Division.
PIC microcontrollers - Wikipedia
The BASIC Stamp is a microcontroller with a small, specialized BASIC interpreter built into ROM. It is made
by Parallax, Inc. and has been popular with electronics hobbyists since the early 1990s.
BASIC Stamp - Wikipedia
Â»12$ 30MHz signal generator using Arduino Â» AN ARDUINO CARBON FIBER WRAPPING MACHINE Â»
Analogue Input on Raspberry Pi Â» Ultralow Power Transistors Function for Years Without Batteries
Simple Arduino Project List -Use Arduino for Projects
Beginners. A place for electronics newbies to ask questions. Include detail & what you have already done to
find the answer. Short "How does X work" questions are not proper forum etiquette.
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EEVblog Electronics Community Forum - Index
Hi gang, I have bought this board to interface to a picaxe micro for monitoring a water system remotely. I
want to host a web server on my little raspberry pi which will hold the water system data, and I want the pi
webserver to chat with the picaxe behind the scenes.
WIZnet Serial-to-Ethernet Gateway - WIZ110SR - DEV-09476
This is the latest DS18B20 1-Wire digital temperature sensor from Maxim IC. Reports degrees C with 9 to
12-bit precision, -55C to 125C (+/-0.5C).
One Wire Digital Temperature Sensor - DS18B20 - SEN-00245
A simple light activated switch circuit with diagram and schematic using IC LM 311-wired as a voltage
comparator and an LDR that acts as light sensor
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